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ABSTRACT 
The Annual Demography of a Population 
of Antelope Ground Squirrels in 
CurleH Valley, Utah 
by 
James R. Kitts , .•Jaster of Science 
Utah State UniversHy, 1970 
Major Professor: Dr . Frederic H. '\olagner 
Department : Wildlife Resources 
The annual demography of a population of antelope ground squirrels 
in Curlew Valley, Utah was studied by measuring population density, 
natality, and mortality. Capture- recapture techniques yielded lo<Jer 
estimates than the Hayne strip- census . The estimates suggested 1968 
was a year of population decline . 
One hundred seventy- three squirrels were collected and autopsied 
to obtain sex ratio , age structure, natality, and mortality data . The 
seasonal sex ratios for adult and yearling squirrels showed 82 percent 
females in spring 1968, this gradually changed to 56 percent by <r.i.nter . 
The seasonal sex ratios of the young squirrels showed 59 percent 
females upon emergence from natal burrows in summer 1968, increasing 
to 79 percent by winter . 
The squirrels collected were aged by cementum annuli . The oldest 
>Jere believed to be 5 years old . They composed 1.2 percent of the 
collection while young- of- the- year composed 38 . 7 percent . 
The estimate of mean corpora lutea Has 7. 6, the mean embryo count 
was 7 . 2, and the mean post- paroum placental scar couno Has 5 . 8 . The 
..• ear, corpora lucea counc for yearlin;:;s >l<'ls statistically lo;rer than 
the count for adults and the nean ovulation rate for 1968 uas statis-
tically lower than the rate for 1969. An esti nate of litter size 
from four nests gave a mean of 4,5, In 1968, the conception rate 1ras 
91 percent with yearlings comprising 75 percent of those not conceiv-
ing . In 1969, the rate 1-ras 100 percent . 
Pre- emergence mortality of the young Has 41 percent. Post- emer-
gence mortality Has 86 percent, and nortality, Jt,arch-November, 1968 
uas 92 percent , 
Adult and yearling spring- to-spring mortality for study area 
squirrels calculated from retrap data Has 81 percent . Spring- to- spring 
mortality calculated from age distribution data and Ricker's formula 
was 71 percent , The spring- to-fall mortality for 1968 calculated 
from density estimates and age distri':mtion data was 53 percent . 
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INTRODUC':'ION 
This research project was conduc~ed from Y~rch , 1968 to May, 
1969 as a portion of a long- range study of the population ecology of 
several animal species in Curlew Valley, Box Elder County, northern 
Ut-ah. The antelope ground squirrel (Citellus leucurus) >ras selected 
for study because it is at the extreme northern edge of its range in 
Curlew Valley. This area of North America presents a "cold- desert" 
environment, and no previous studies of this species in this type of 
ecosystem have been published . Furthermore, the antelope ground 
squirrel was the only species of diurnal rodent inhabiting the 
sagebrush areas that was large enough and colored vividly enough to 
be easily recognized under unconfined conditions. 
The study had one main objective: to describe the annual 
demography of this species in a limited area of Curlew Valley. To 
attain this objective , three sub - objectives were undertaken: l) to 
measure population density, 2) to measure natality, and 3) to measure 
mortality. 
LOCATION AND DESCRIPTION OF STUDY AREA 
The study area was a 35- acre plot located at an elevation of 
4, 8oo feet on the east slope of Cedar Hill, approximately 12 miles 
southv1est of SnmNille, Utah (Fig . 1) . The area was accessible by 
truck from the Locomotive Springs Road which passed 1 mile to the 
east. 
Utah juniper (Juniperus osteosperma) bordered the area to the 
south and west at distances of 200-500 yards . To the north and east, 
the vegetation of the area was continuous with an expanse of big sage 
(Artemisia tridentata) intermittently broken by rocky outcrops . 
A low shrub cover of big sage dominated the area but was inter-
spersed with various forbes <md grasses. Annuals commonly emerged 
in late March and early April and dried by the end of July. 
Gross (1967) gave a general description of the vegetation, 
climate , and topography of Cur levi Valley . 
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Figure 1 . Relief map showing the location of the study area (arrow) 
in Curlew Valley, 
3 
!1ETHO:iJS 
l'Jeasurement 5:!_ Density 
Absolute counts of the squirrels were not possible because of 
their small size, shy nature, and use of burrows . Several sampling 
techniques Here used to determine populati on density during spring, 
summer, and fall , 1968 and spring 1969 . 
Capture- Recapture 
First- sample techniques . For the capture phase, Sherman box 
traps (3 X 3 X 10 inches) were distributed on the study area in a 
35-yard gri d . I set 140 traps for a total of 7 trapping days per 
census peri od . Only fair-weather days were used for trapping because 
antelope ground squirrels are seldom active above ground during 
inclement weather (Hawbecker, 1953) . 
All traps were set and baited l hour after sunrise . During the 
summer sampling, traps were checked each day at 10:00 A.M., 2: 00 P.M., 
and l hour prior to sunset. During the spring and fall census 
periods, traps were checked each day at noon and l hour before 
sunset. Traps were always left closed after the last check of each 
day. The increased trap checking during the summer vias scheduled 
because it was feared that the heat of the day would be detrimental 
to any animals in the traps . Hawbecker (1958), Allred and Beck (1963), 
and Bradley (1967) encountered trap mortality while working with this 
species . 
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Sunflower see~ o were UEed as bait during all trapping periods . 
Preli1ninary tests 1-dth captive squirrels indicated that they 
preferred sunflower seeds to rolled oats and various combinations of 
rolled oats , honey, and peanut butter . 
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Squirrels were color-marked for oemporary i dentification duri ng 
the recapture pPASe. The molt patterns and dye retention times were 
such that the same color dye >ras used for spri ng and summer captures, 
but a different color was used for fall captures . During the spring 
and summer periods, Nyanzol R (red) fur dye was mixed with a commercial 
cream conditioner i.'l the prc.portions of l tablespoon of pm·rdered dye 
to 2 ounces of conditioner. After the dye 1•as applied to a squirrel's 
tail and rump, the squirrel was held for 10 minutes while the dye 
"set ." The squirrel was then rinsed with warm water and released at 
the trap site . The dyeing procedure for f'all captures was the same as 
for the spring except l ounce of black liquid hair dye was added to 
the dye mixture above . This was necessary because the black dye, with 
conditioner, did not fully color the Hhite tail hairs of the squirrels . 
The animals were held 10 minutes before being rinsed and released. 
The squirrels were given 2 days to resume their normal activity 
patterns after the 7 days of trapping and marking . The area was 
U..'ldisturbed during this time except for the 3 hours required to 
retrieve the 140 traps . 
Second- sample techniques . THo methods >rere used to obtain 
recapture samples. The first involved walking transects and re-
cording si ghting s of marked and U..'lrnarked squirrels; the second 
consisted of rec ording sightings at bait stations . 
To determine chc locations of the transects , five coordinates 
Here selected at randor-. frorr. a erid map of the study area. These 
points were used as the starting points for the transects, each 100 
yards long . The transects were oriented at right angles to the route 
used to check traps . Coordinates 'Jere selected at random for each of 
the four seasonal census periods. 
Transect counts were performed f or 2 days during each census 
period . All five transects were Halked in the morning and afternoon 
of both days . The sequence of ;;alking was reversed from morni ng to 
afternoon and from day to day. Transect counts began 2 hours after 
sunrise and ended not later than 2 hours before sunset . These times 
Here chosen because antelope ground squirrels are most active during 
the most comfortable (in relation to temperature and weather) portion 
of the day (Bradley, 1967) . 
For each animal sighted, the ~~gle from che transect baseline to 
the squirrel, the distance from the transect to the squirrel ' s 
position, and '1hether or not the squirrel was marked Here recorded 
first . The transect number, time of sighting, and the squirrel ' s 
position when sighted (on the ground or on a shruh or rock) were 
recorded last . 
For each of the four census periods, the locati ons of six bai t 
stations were selected at random from a gr i d map of t he study area . 
Each bait stati on consisted of a circular area 10 feet in di ameter 
and cleared of vegetation. An 8- inch pan filled with empty sun-
flower seed shells (to discourage caching) Has placed in the center 
of each bait station to be >latched . Goservati ons >Jere made, with 
the aid of 10 X 50 binoculars , from a portable to,Ier 15 feet high . 
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Three bait stations ,.rere 'ratchcd sirrultaneously on the first day, 
and the remaining three stations of the follo~~ng day. 
Observation periods lasted for 2 hours in the morning and 2 
hours in the afternoon. Bait stations Here Hatched i n succession, 
5 minutes per station. A 5- minute rest was taken after each 15-
minute sequence of observations. By this system, each bai t station 
1-ras observed for 1 hour throughout the day. These counts began 2 
hours after sUPrise and ended not later than 2 hours before sunset . 
Only those squirrels that entered the cleared area were counted . 
Squirrels that entered the area, departed , and then re- entered 1-~thout 
leaving the f i eld of vision were not recounted . 
Hayne Strip-Census 
Enough information was collected during the transect counts to 
estimate population density by strip- census methods . Hayne ' s (1949) 
method , a revision of the King Method (Leopold , 1933) , was selected 
for processing the data . 
The Hayne strip- census method is based on the assumptions that 
each animal has a particular flushing distance and >-~11 flush only 
when a disturbance occurs ~~thin that distance . Flushing distance 
here was the distance from the observer to the animal along t he line 
of sight, and was recorded during collection of the data . By 
averaging the numbers of animals seen at their i ndividual flushing 
distances , a weighted mean flushing distance was obtained . This was 
used to determine the effective strip ~~dth . Hayne ' s equati on is : 
C Fl ~ :F'_3 F 
Nt = n < a, + o:? + a:; + ---- a= > 1 2 3 n 
Hhere: 
Nt = the population denoity estimate per unit area 
C - the conversion factor Hhen L and d are in different units 
than Nt 
L = the length of the strip 
F = the number of animals seen at each flushing distance 
d the i ndividual flushing distance for each animal sighted . 
Census Dates 
I sampled at three periods in 1968 and one in 1969 . The first 
period was during early spring, 1968, during the breeding season to 
provide an esti mate of the pre- natal population density. The second 
census was taken immediately after the 1968 breeding season to provide 
a measure of' reproductive output . The third census was taken during 
the fall of' 1968, just before commencement of' cold weather , to 
estimate fall- to- spring mortality. The last census was taken during 
early spring 1969 . No census was scheduled for winter , 1968, because 
the squirrels ' act ivity patterns are greatly restricted during winter 
months (Hawbecker, 1953) . 
Natality Measwement 
Fi eld Collections and Cursory Necropsy 
Beeinning in March, 1968, monthly collections of' ground squirrels 
were made from the Curlew Valley population . Squirrels were collected 
duri ng the day >nth a .410 shotgun and snap traps baited wi th peanut 
butter and sunfloHer seeds . Because of low densi ties, squirrels Here 
collected pri marily f'rorr. areas of' abundance--rocky outcrops on hill-
sides and stands of juniper , 
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A ta~ containir~ the cullcction nunber , date , location, time of 
collection, air temperature, cloud cover, Hind speed, vegetation in 
Hhich collected, sex, and weight •1as attached to each squirrel. All 
squirrels Here placed i11 plastic bags immediately after being 
collected, transported to Utah State University at the conclusion of 
the daily collection period, and placed in a freezer until necropsied . 
Before necropsy, 15- 30 squirrels were removed from the freezer 
and thawed for 3-5 hours. Each anima:. was re,Teighed , measured (head-
body length, tail, and right hind fooo) , and necropsied while pinned 
to a 5 X 10 X 2 inch paraffin block . Entire female reproductive 
tracts •1ere removed, as Here the testes from the males and adrenals 
from both sexes. These '/ere labeled and fixed for 24 hours in 
Bouin's fixative and then transferred and stored in 70 percent 
ethanol . Stomachs and their contents were removed, labeled, and 
stored in 70 percent ethanol. Mandibles , 1·r.i.th molars intact, were 
removed from all squirrels, labeled, air- dryed, and stored in a jar 
for later use . 
Laboratory Analysis 
Tooth sectioning and aging . Ground squirrel young- of- the-year , 
hereafter referred to as young, were easily distinguished from adults 
and yearlings for approximately 3 months after bi rth by body size and 
dental characterist ics . Criteria Here available that extended the 
aging period to 120 days (Neal, l965c) . Counting the cementum annuli 
in the molar teeth 1o1as the only suitable technique for aging squirrels 
accurately past 4 months of age. 
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v~~ Nostrand and Stephenson (1964) were the first investigators 
to report the presence of tooth ce~entum annuli in beaver . Since that 
study, Adams and Watkins (1967) reported annual rings in the teeth of 
California ground squirrels (Spermophilus beecheyi), and Montgomery 
(1969) found cementurr: an_~uli in Uinta ground squirrels (Spermophilus 
armatus) . 
Air- dryed mandibles , 1'1ith teeth in place, were first decalcified 
for 32 hours in a solution of 1 part formalin , 5 parts formic acid , 
and 20 parts water (Linhart and Knm.rlton, 1967) . The third molar 
Has then removed from the mandible \'lith the peridental membrane and 
connective t issue attached . The tooth and associated tissues Here 
dehydrated for 15 minutes in a bath of isopropyl alcoi10l and glycerine 
mixed 8: 2 respectively. Next, the tooth >Ias cleared in two 10- minute 
baths of absolute ethanol and one 10-minute bath of xylene. The 
tooth and tissues Here then infiltrated in three baths of Paraplast, 
l hour for the first bath and 2 hours for each of the next tcm baths . 
They were then embedded and loncitudinally secoioned at 8 microns 
1<ith these sections placed on a slide . Finally, the sections were 
progressively cleared with a xYlene- ethanol series , stained in Harri s' 
hematoxYlin and eosine, fixed 1'1ith an ethanol- xylene seri es , and 
mounted in Permount . 
After the Permount dried for 36- 48 hours , t he slides were scanned 
uith the ai d of a 40X binocular microscope to locate the annuli . When 
found, the annuli ~<ere examined and counted under lOOX magnification. 
This higher magnification Has necessary because lesser annuli 
occasionally occurred betHeen the rings and were not readily 
identifiable under 40X magnification. 
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Since cementur.-annuli aGing criteria have not been published for 
antelope ground squirrels, the criteria described by Adams and lt/atkins 
(1967) for California ground squirrels Here used . The tooth cementum 
showed alternate dark and light layers , and the number of light rings 
aged the squirrels to the nearest year . Teeth annuli of squirrels 
believed to be 1 to 5 years old Here distinct (Fig . 2) . 
Ovarian analysis. Corpus luteum and corpus albicans counts were 
used to estimate ovulation rates. Ovaries previously fixed in Bollin's 
solution and stored in ethanol <?ere air- dryed for 30 seconds and 
<?eighed on a Sartoris electric balance . Because they <?ere so small, 
the ovaries had to be mounted before the corpora lutea and corpora 
albicantia could be accurately counted . 
The ovaries were dehydrated in one bath of 80 percent ethanol, 
one bath of 95 percent ethanol and two baths of absolute ethanol . 
They were then cleared in two baths of xylene, infiltrated in three 
changes of Paraplast, embedded, and sectioned at 10 microns . Every 
tenth section t-ras mounted in series . The sections were then cleared 
with a xylene- ethanol series, stained in Harris ' hematoxylin and 
eosine, fixed with an ethanol-xylene series, and mounted in Permount . 
Once the Permount hardened, the slides were inspected under a dissec-
t ing microscope . The corpora lutea and corpora albicanti a were counted 
under 4X magnification . 
Uterine analysis . The uterus was laid on a glass slide moistened 
with distilled Hater immediately following removal of the reproductive 
tract . It <?as then spread to display the placental scars and t-ras 
examined under a 2X dissecting microscope . Scars appeared as small, 
dark, eliptical s<?ellings on the uterus wall and were easily counted . 
Figure 2 . A photomicrograph of an antelope ground squirrel 
molar showing distinct cementum annuli (arrow) 
used in agi ng . 
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:.ortality Meusurenent 
Adult and Yearling Mortality 
Because a wild animal 1 G death i s usually quite secretive, 
mortality rates Here estimated from retrap data and age distributions 
in monthly collections . Ricker's (1958) formula was used to calculate 
a survival estimate for the study area squirrels from retrap data . 
This f i gure was subtracted from 1 . 00 and multiplied by 100 to obtain 
an estimate of the percentage mortaJity. Ric ker 's f ormula is : 
= Rxl1y 
S Mx lRY + 1) 
;rhere : 
Mx = the number of squirrels marked during the first season 
My the number of squirrels marked duri ng the second season 
Rx the number of r ecaptures of first - season squirrels during 
the second season 
Ry • the number of recaptures of second- season squirrels during 
t he second season 
S the survival rate between seasons . 
This formula was used to calculate adult- yearling mortality 
for spring- to-fall, summer- to-fall , and spring- to- spring . In 
addition, the fall density estimate was adjusted by excluding the 
percentage of young in the collection. This adjusted density estimate 
was then divided by the sprL~ density estimate and the answer sub-
tracted from 1.00 and multiplied by 100 to obtain the spring- to-fall 
adult mortality. An additional spring- to- spring mortality estimate 
was calculated independently of t he estimate from the retrap data . 
A fall- to- spring mortality estimte 1·Ias derived using the density 
estiMtes; this Has then co<bined Hith the previously calculated 
spring- to-fall estimate using another fornula from Ricker (1958) : 
a = m+n - mn 
l<here : 
m = the spring·-to-fall mortality 
n the fall- to- spring mortality 
a = the mortality for the year period . 
Young Mortality 
Young (squirrels under 10 months old) mortality for the study-
area squirrels Has estimated from ret~ap data in t he same manner as 
the adult-yearling mortality. The data Here not complete , and only 
summer- to-fall mortality could be estimated . An estimate of the 
pre- emergence mortality for the collected squirrels >~as obtained 
by using the difference bet1<een mean corpora lutea ar.d mean litter 
counts . Post- emergence mortality for collected animals 1<as estimated 
using hypothetical numbers adjusted according to the age di stribution 
ratios and mortality estimates for adult and yearling squirrels . 
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RESULTS 
Sex Structure 
Adults 
Animals 10 months old or older were classed as adults . The adult 
sex ratios of squirrels in the collections from September t hrough 
December, 1968 (Table 1) di d not differ from a 50:50 ratio at the 5 
percent level (;c2= 0 .36). The ratios from early spring through summer 
(March-August , 1968 , :t2= 14.78, and March-April, 1969, :t2= 5 . 32) were 
different from 50:50 at t he 5 percent level . 
Sex ratios of adult squirrels live- trapped on the study area are 
based on t hree sampling periods (Table 1) . Sex rati os for March 
(:t2= 1 . 32) and July, 1968 were not different from 50:50 at the 5 per-
cent level. The November rat io >Tas statistically different from a 
So:SO ratio at the S percent significance level (x2= 5 . 32) and also 
was sharply lower than the March and July ratios : only 17 percent 
males . The March, 1969 census yielded only female squirrels; conse-
quently, no meaningful sex ratio was obtained . The overall sex ratio 
for adult , live- trapped squirrels on the study area was 29 percent 
males . This , as well as the November ratio, was less than 50: 50 at 
the 5 percent level (:t2= 5 . 76) . 
Young 
Sex- ratio estimates for younc in the monthly collections Here 
available only for the months of May- December, 1968 (Table 1) . The 
sex ratios for May- June (x2= 0 . 74) and July-August (:t2= 1 . 80), thoueh 
Table 1 . Sex ratios of antelope ground squirrels in the monthly collections and live trapped on the study 
area durir~ March, July and Nove~ber , 1968 . 
Honths 
1968 
I'-.iarch 
April 
May 
June 
July 
August 
September 
October 
November 
December 
1969 
}larch 
April 
Aatlit 
sex ratio 
mal es-:I emales 
18 : 82 
34: 66 
25 :75 
44:56 
17 : 83 
Collections Live Trapped 
ll:dUJT------saiiipJ.:e ----YOung -- Sample 
s ex ratio size sex ratio si .... ~-· 
Sa!npl.e Young -- Sample 
size sex ratio size 
males :Iemales males:females ------ mareB :lemales 
28 
----- -- I 33 : 67 12 
26 41:59 33 
11 37: 63 20 I 50:50 10 43 :57 7 
25 21: 79 14 I 17:83 12 
12 
f-' 
~ 
17 
slightly favorine fc .. ales, Here not statistically different fror:-. a 
50:50 ratio at the 5 percent level. The ratio for September-December 
Has different at the same significance level (X.2 = 4.48) . 
A young sex ratio for the study area population (Table 1) Has 
available only for July, 1968, because the young were not available 
in }~rch, and by November , the live young could not be positively 
distinguished from adults or yearlings . The rati o for this period 
was not different from 50 :50 (X.2= 0 . 14) . 
Age Structure 
Monthly Collections off the Gtudy Area 
Age- structure data were grouped by months (Table 2) for three 
age classes : young (less than 10 months old) , yearlings (10 months to 
2 years) , and adults (2 years and older). 
Young di d not emerge from the natal burroHs until about the 
middle of May and were not available for collection earli er in the 
spring . Indivi dual monthly collections from JQ~e-December, 1968 
contained as high as 65 percent young (rable 2) . 
The pre- natal spring populations for March and April, 1968 and 
1969 Here divided 54 percent and 38 percent yearlings , 28 percent and 
44 percent 2 year olds, and 18 percent and 18 percent 3 year olds and 
older . Percentages were not calculated for ages above 3 years since 
only 8.9 percent of the squirrels collected were 3 or older . The 
oldest squirrels collected 1;ere esti mated to be 5 years old and they 
composed 1.2 percent of the entire collection. 
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Table 2. Percentages of young , yearling, and adult antelope ground 
squirrels in the monthly collections . 
Months Young- of- year Yearlings Adults Sample size 
1968 
Harch 00 54 46 28 April 
May 56 14 30 59 June 
July 65 22 13 31 August 
September 
October 36 38 26 39 November 
December 
1969 
March 00 38 62 16 April 
May 
19 
Natality 
Breeding Dates 
Wei ghts of the testes and ovari es as a percent age of t he corrected 
body weights (i.e., wei ght of stomach contents deducted) were averaged 
by the month and ploc;ted (Fig . 3) . Testis 1-reights 1<ere lowest from 
June- September. In October, they began to i nc r ease . By the end of 
December, the testes were well developed and had descended into the 
scrotum. The largest proportional ~<eights wer e probably reached some-
time between January and March . After ¥~"ch, they began to recede; 
and by the end of May, they were again abdominal . 
The ovaries also exhibited a comparative >Iei ght change, although 
to a lesser degree than the testes . I n general, the ovaries Hei ghed 
the least during the summer months July- October. The period of high 
ovarian wei ght , December - June, corresponded to the period of high 
testis weight . 
Neal (1965a) reported the first evidence of f emale Har ris antelope 
grou.~d squirrels (Citellus harrisi) breeding in Arizona as February 18 . 
Female squirrels in copulating condition (with distended labia and 
perforate vulvae) were collected from the Curlew Valley population on 
March 1, 1968 and February 28, 1969 . Necropsy of these squirrels and 
visual inspection of the uteri disclosed no i mplantation sites . 
The 1968 conception date was derived by calculat i ng back fr om 
the collection date of the first young . On May 5, four young squirrels 
Here collected at a nest site . The size and act ivities of these 
squirrels at the time of capture suggested that they coul d not have 
been active above grou_~d for more than a few days . Young antelope 
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Fieure 3 . Monthly mean testis and ovary weights from adult antelope 
ground squirrels collected in 1968 and 1969. 
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ground squirrels arc confined to the nest and burrow system for about 
6 weeks after their birth (Neal, 1965c) before becoming active above 
ground . By subtracting 42 days (6- week burrow confinement) and the 
29- day gestation period (Neal , 1965c) from May 5, an approximate 
conception date of February 24 was obtained . When latitudinal differ-
ences were considered , this date is in agreement Hith that reported 
by Neal (1965a) . 
No animals 11ere collected after May 7, 1969 , and no young Here 
collected in 1969 . The breeding date could not be substanti ated by 
comparison with the emergence date of the first young as above . 
Of the 18 adult and yearling female squirrels collected during 
April , 1968 and April, 1969 , only one (a 2 year old) had not been 
pregnant . This one showed no implantation sites , and no corpora lutea 
>~ere founcl in the section~ made i'rum her ovaries . The remaining 
squirrels , 12 from 1968 and 5 from 1969, had all given birth pri or to 
April 10 (the last date in April when i'emale squirrels >rere collected) . 
The reproducti ve tracts oi' all 17 squirrels indicated that the births 
had been recent . The criteria used to determine this were large , 
flacid , heavily vasculated uteri with conspicuous longitudinal stri -
ations caused by muscular contractions following labor . 
Of 13 females captured in !1ay, 5 in June , and 3 in July, 1968, 
all had been pregnant . None of these squirrels bore evidence of having 
recently given birth . Because of this, and considering the gestation 
period and burrow confinement time, I ~elieve the 1968 breeding 
period >ras concentrated about the 18- day period from February 24 to 
March 13 . 
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Production of Youn per FcF~le 
Ovulation rates . Ovulation rates, defined as the mean number of 
eggs ovulated per pregnant female collected, were estimated from the 
mean numbers of corpora lutea and corpora albicanti a in the ovaries of 
49 adult and yearling female squirrels collected from March- June , 1968, 
and Karch-May, 1969 (Table 3) . The mean corpora lutea and corpora 
albicantia for females conceiving in the 1968 collection Has 7.5, and 
in 1969, it Has 7.6. 
The mean number of eggs ovulated for all yearling and adult 
female squirrels collected in March- June , 1968, and March-May, 1969 
was 6.8 ova in 1968 and 7.6 ova in 1969 . "Student ' s" t test revealed 
a statisti cal difference betHeen these two rates (P ~ 0.01) . The mean 
corpus luteum and corpus albicans counts were stati stically greater 
for female squirrels 2 years old and older (7.1) than for yearling 
females (6.0) for P ~ 0.05 . This difference in reproductive potential 
(ova available for fertilization) was 22 percent in 1968 and 17 percent 
in 1969 . 
Conception rates . Conception rates are defined as the percentage 
of females in the spring population Hhich conceived . This was deter-
mined by col lections in the months of March- June , 1968 and l1arch-May, 
1969 . In March, conception Has recognized by pregnancy and corpora 
lutea; in Apri l - June, females vlhich had conceived were recognized by 
placental scars and corpora albican"tia . Placental scars Here used even 
though certain rodents can conceive and carry embryos for short 
periods, then resorb all of the litter Hithout the formation of uterine 
scars (Cona1;ay, 1955) . All female squirrels lacki ng placental scars 
also shm;ed no corpora albicantia . 
Table 3. 
!1onths 
Narch 
April 
Hay 
JW1e 
Means 
Honthly mean corpus luteum COW1ts from adult and yearling female antelope groW1d 
squirrels collected in 1968 and 1969 . 
A B AxB 
Mean corpora lutea per Percentage of females Mean corporQ lutea 
pregnant female conceiving Eroduced Eer female 
1968 1969 1968 1969 1968 1969 
n s n s n n 
8.4 8 1.3 8.4 5 1.5 8o 10 100 5 6. 7 8.4 
7.5 11 2.9 6.8 5 1.9 85 13 100 5 6.4 6. 8 
7.3 13 1. 7 7.7 4 1.7 100 13 100 4 7.3 7. 7 
6.4 5 1.3 --- - --- 100 5 --- - 6.4 
7.5 7. 6 90 100 6. 8 7o 6 
N 
w 
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In 1968, the c ~::ceptioL rate 1·1as 91 percent , and hro of the three 
squirrels collected Hhich had not conceived were yearlings . A Chi-
square test revealed that conception Has independent of age; although 
in 1969, the conception rate >las 100 percent . 
Litter size. Four indicators were used to determine litter size . 
Corpus luteum counts indicated approximate potential litter size 
(number of eggs available for fertilization) . The mean number of 
embryos indicated the number of eggs fertilized, implanted, and 
surviving at the t i me of collection. In order to estimate the average 
number of young born, the mean number of placental scars per female 
that conceived Has calculated. Finally, litters were counted at nest 
sites as a means of esti mating the number of you.~g surviving after 
birth . 
The mean corpora lutea for pregnant females collected in 1968 Has 
7.5, and 7. 6 in 1969 (Table 3). There Has no difference bet;Jeen these 
rates (P ~ 0 . 01) . 
Embryos were counted from eight squirrels collected in March, 1968, 
and five squirrels collected in March, 1969; no difference was noted 
betHeen years (P ~ 0.05) . The combined 1968- 1969 mean embryo count 
was 7.3 . There was no statistical difference between this and the 
2- year mean corpus luteum count (P ~ 0. 05) . 
The mean number of placental scars per female conceiving was 
5 . 2 in 1968, and 6 . 6 in 1969 (difference betl·leen years is not signifi-
cant for P ~ 0. 05). The mean for both years was 5 . 8 . There was no 
difference (P ~ 0 . 05) between tho mean placental scars for squirrels 
l year old (5.8) and mean placental scars for squirrels 2 years old 
and older (5 .5). ~- difference did exist. betHeen the 2- year mean 
enbryo count (7.3) and the 2- year mear. placental scar cou.~t 
(P 5. 0 . 05) . 
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During the 1968 sprinG collectior., four nest sites were located 
(none in 1969) and the burroH systems exhaustively excavated . The 
entire litter -.ras captured at each nest . The numbers of young caught 
Here three , four, five , and six per nest . The mean litter size of 
young captured at the nest (4.5) was tested against the 2-year mean 
placental scar count (5 .5), and no statistical differ ence existed 
(P ~ 0. 05) . A difference was found between nest - site litter size and 
the 2-year mean embryo count (P ~ 0 . 05) . These data suggest a decline 
from potential litter size (corpora lutea) to realized litter size 
(young at the nest) of 40 percent . 
Capture-Recapture 
Ttw recapture techniques -.rere used to obtain separate samples . 
The transect and bait- station counts were taken on 4 consecutive days . 
These two estimates were not different within seasons (P ~ 0 . 05) and 
t-rere combined by the season (Table 4) . These combined data were used 
to calculate the combined est.imates (Fig . 4) . 
The squirrel population on the study area rose 22 percent from 
the 1968 spring pre-r~ta1 density (1 . 8 squirrels per acre) to summer 
post-partum density (1 .4 squirrels per acre) . The censuses were 
arranged to sa~le the post-partum population after the emergence 
of the young but before emizration . 
Table 4. Seasonal estL~tes of the study area antelope ground squirrel densities by the 
capture-recapture and strip-census techniques for 1968 and 1969 , 
Squirrels per acre 
Season Cap~ure -reca~ure S~riE-census 
~ Transec~s Ba~t-sta~~ons Co ~ned 95~ Coill'i3ence Nean EsL 95% conr~aence 
Spring 1.1 1.2 1.2 :t o.5 1.9 ± 1.1 
Sunncer 1.2 1.5 1.4 ± 0.3 3.1 ± 0.7 
Fall 0. 7 Oo9 0.9 ± 0.3 1.7 ± 0. 6 
1969 
Spring 0.5 0.7 o.5 t 0,2 2.4 t 1.1 
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Fi gure 4. Seasonal estimates of the scudy area antelope ground 
squirrel densities by the capture- recapture and strip-
census techniques for 1968 and 1969 . Vertical lines 
represent 95 percent confidence intervals. 
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The capture-reeo:.pturc cen~us ,;as conaucted again in ~;ovenber , 
1968 and March, 1969 . Between the sur~er and the fall est~ates , the 
population decreased approximately 41 percent t o an estimated density 
of 0.9 squirrels per acre. In March, 1969, the populat i on was 
estimated at 0 .5 squirrels per acre, a dec r ease of 37. 2 percent from 
fall , 1968, and a 5!...2 percent decrease from ,{arch, 1968. 
Strip- Census 
?he strip- census data Here coi.lec-ced sil'rultaneously with the 
transect- count data . 7P~s sa~ling Sj~tem permi tted the calcula-cion 
of two morning and two afternoon estimates per census period . These 
were averaged to obtain a mean estimate for each of the four census 
per i ods . 
The 1968 spring density <Ias 1.9 squirrels per acre . ily summer, 
the densi ty had risen to 3.1 squirrels per acre , a 61 percent increase . 
The fall , 1968 density was estimated at 1. 7 squir rels per acre , and by 
spring , 1969, had increased to 2.4 sqcirrels per acre . TP~s const i tu-
ted an increase of approx~ately 26 percent from spring , 1968 to spr i ng , 
1969 . 
Mortality 
Adult-Yearling 
Three methods were used to calculate mortality r ates for the adult 
and yearling squirrels on the study area: (1) Retrap data permi tted 
esti mation of spring- to-fall, sunmer- to-fall , and spri ng- to- sprine 
mortality (Table 5) . (2) The differer.ce bet<Ieen seasonal- densi ty 
estimates (Table 4 ) adjusted accordinE to a~;e distribution (i.e . , Hith 
youne deducted from table) (Table 2) was used to calculate sprin!C- to-
Table 5. Seasonal survival ana mortality rates for antelope ground 
squirrels on the study area calculated f rom retrap data 
according to Ricker (1958). For derivation of values in 
table , see page 13 . 
Adult and Yearling 
Time Periods M !f~T R Ry s %q X X 
Spring -to-Fall 12 12 2 4 .400 6o 
Summer-to-Fall 17 12 2 2 . 471 53 
Sprifle-to- Spring 12 7 l 2 . 194 81 
Young 
Summer- to- Fall 8 5 3 2 . 625 38 
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fall !'lortality (53 pcrcem). Thi::; latter value is not statistically 
different from the 60 percenc estimaced through capture- recapture . 
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(3) Ricker ' s (1958) formula a m + :1 - rrn (r: uas spring- to-fall 
mortality, n was fall - to- spring mortality) Has used to estimate an 
additional spring- to- spring mortality rate (71 percent) . This value is 
r.ot statistically different from the 81 percent mortality estimated 
from retrap data . 
As an additional check on the mortality for populat i ons over the 
valley as a whole, a life- table (Table 6) was constructe1 usL~ the 
animals from the spring, 1968 collection. When the yearling age class 
is discounted , the mean, annual mortality rate for ages 2-5 is 60 
percent . 
Young 
Young mortality is often considered in two categories , prePAtal and 
postnatal (NeHson, 1964; Gross, 1967) . Actual prenatal mortality Has 
not estimated because no near- term fetuses were found in the pregnant 
squirrels collected. These categories Here not cuitable for antelope 
ground squirrels since the youne were not available for collection 
until they were at least 6 weeks old . Consequently, prenatal mortality 
esti~tes were extended to include deaths during this period and were 
termed pre- emergence mortality. 
As a conclusion for the project, a collection was to be made of 
the study area squirrels on 3 consecutive days using snap traps . The 
same array of traps Has used as for the live- trappi ng , >lith peanut-
butter and sunflmter seeds used as bait . The purpose of the collection 
was to provide reproductive data from the study area squirrels for 
Table 6 . Time- specific life table for adult and yearling squirrels collected 
i n March, April and May, 1968 . 
X 
Number !live at 
dx qx 
Age Nunber dying Mortality rate for 
in beginning of in squirrels alive at 
Years age interval a.;e interval beginning of age interval 
0 . 8- 2. 0 18 3 17 
2.0-3.0 15 9 60 
3.0-4.0 6 4 67 
4 . 0-5.0 2 0 J 
5 .0-older 2 2 100 
Totals and Mean 43 18 42 
w 
I-' 
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comp&rison with dat~ from squirrels collected throughout Curlew Valley . 
The traps were set and checked for 6 consecutive days; no squirrels 
were caught . 
Pre - emergence mortality, from ovulation through emergence of the 
young from their burrmJS, Has 40 percent in 1968 for the collected 
squirrels [mean corpora lutea (7 .5) mi~us rr.ean litter size (4 .5) 
divi ded by mean corpora lutea (7 .5) ] . This included the loss of ova, 
loss of eMbryos, and loss of young before err.ergence . 
Post- emergence mortality in 1968 Kas calaulated as follows (repre-
sentation in Table 7) . The percentages in each age class in the July 
and August, 1968 collection (Table 2) were taken as absolute numbers i n 
a hypothetical population . The adult and yearling values were reduced 
by 53 percent (summer- to-fall adult- yearling mortality esti mate from 
Table 5), providing hypothetical fall survivors in these age classes of 
10 and 6 respectively (Table 7), or 16 total . 
Returning to the age structure data He find (Table 2), the ratio of 
young to combined adults and ;yearlings to be 36 to 64 . If this ratio is 
used to estimate the absolute number of young surviving in the hypothet-
ical population we have 36/64 as x/16 or 9 young (Table 7) . With 65 
young alive in July-August , the summer- to- fall,young mortality is 65 
minus 9 divided by 65 or 0 . 86 or 06 percent . 
Mortality of young, (a) from conception to November , 1968, was 92 
percent as calculated from the Ricker (1958) formula , a = m + n - mn 
(m >ras pre- emergence mortality, n was post- emergence mortality) . First 
year mortality estimated by Hawbecker (1958) was 80 percent for Nelson 
antelope ground squirrels . Post- emergence mortality for the study area 
squirrels (37 .5 percent) from June- ovember, 1968, estimated from retrap 
JJ 
data (Table 5), is considerably different from the 1968 post- emergence 
mortality estimate ( 86 percent) derived from the age distribution data . 
It ><as not used to calculate total mortality because it could not be 
established that differ ential emi gration did not occur between sumner 
and fall and this would have affected the estimates. 
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Table 7. Estimation of summer- to-fall, 1968 rr.ortality in young ground 
squirrels. See text for explanation . 
1. July-August, 1968 population 
(from Table 2) 
2 . Deduct 53 percent mortality 
(from Table 5) 
3 . September-December, 1968 
populat i on composition 
(from Table 2) 
4. Determine September - December 
number of young by proportion 
36 - X bii - Tii 
5. Estimate of summer- to-fall 
young mortality 65 - 9 
~ 
Young- of- year Yearlings Adults 
65 22 13 
10 6 
~
16 
36 38 26 
9 
0 . 86 
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DISCUSSION 
Sex Structure 
Neal (1965b) listed by sex, 103 Harris antelope ground squirrels 
collected in southern Ari zona from July, 1961 t hrough July, 1962 . 
This permi tted calculation of sex rati os for his collection (Table 7) . 
The ratios for only one of the five groupings differed fr om a 50:50 
ratio : the September- December group showed a ratio of 70 percent 
males . This i s in direct contrast to the results of t his study since 
in none of the groups is the percentage of males gr eater than 50 per-
cent. Hawbecker (1958) listed a sex ratio ( obtained by live trapping ) 
of 57 males to 43 females. He stated that the esti mate was biased 
since males were caught first and scared f emales from che traps. 
The sex rati os for the young squirrels collected short ly after 
emergence fr om the natal burrows was 41 percent males to 59 percent 
females . The percentage of males dwindled consistantly throughout 
the remainder of the year to 21 percent males 6 months after emergence . 
Ni ne months after emer gence , the ratio was reduced to 17 percent mal es 
to 83 percent females . Evans and Holdenried (1943) reported the same 
phenomenon i n Beechy ground squirrels (Citellus beechi) , although the 
reduction of males was not so pronounced . Rongstad (1965) also 
reported a low percentage of young, mal e , thirteen-lined gr ound 
squirrels (Citellus tridicemlineatus) duri ng late summer : 28 percent 
males to 72 percent females . 
Table 8. Sex ratios of Harris antelope ground squirrels collected 
in Arizona from July 1961 through July 1962 (Neal, 1965b) . 
Months Adult. sex ra-cios Sample size % ma:Ces % Iemales 
January 61.0 39 .0 23 February 
March 46. 0 54 . 0 24 April 
May 35 .0 65 . 0 17 June 
July 33 .0 67 .0 9 August 
September 
October 70.0 November 30 .0 30 
December 
Totals 53 .0 48 .0 103 
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Adult sex ratios for the collected animals changed from a lo>T 
percentage of males L~ the ~prinE , 18 percent males , co a ratio of 
44 percent males to 56 percent females . This condition, an excess 
of female animals, appears normal in many mammal populat i ons a l though 
it has not been thoroughly studied (Lack, 1954, pp lll-113) . 
The March-April, 1968 and 1969 sex ratios from my collections 
(Table l) shm1 lower percentages of males than does the :1arch-April 
ratio obtained from Neal ' s data . One possible ~<pl~~tion for this 
i s that collecting by shooting may not give a random sample >nth 
respect to sex during the early spring months . Of 28 squirrels I 
collected in March-April, 1968, 23 were females and 17 of these Here 
shot on the ground; only 6 1-mre taken on elevated surfaces such as 
shrubs or rocks . During the same period , only five males Here 
collected , but all were shot on elevated surfaces . The March-April, 
1969 collections sho>~ similar results , although the numbers are less . 
0- 10 females collected, 8 >~ere shot en the ground. Only two males 
>~ere collected , but both were shot on elevated surfaces . 
These locations at the ·times of collection suggest that males 
spend more time above the ground surface tha-~ do females . Because 
of this and the squirrel's keen eyesight, males Hould be considerably 
more difficult to stalk and shoot . 
Litter Size 
A mean litter size (young born alive) within the range of 4 .5- 5 . 5 
yo=E is lmTer than the litter size (6.5) reported by Neal (l965a) for 
Harris antelope ground squirrels. Lord ( 1960) , in his study of litter 
size and lati tude , used 7. 0 as the typical antelope grou.~d squirrel 
litter size and concluded tr~t latituue has no effect on litter Gize 
in eround squirrels . Ronestad (1965) found a lower- than- expected 
litter size (>rhen compared with lit-ter size of the same species from 
southern lat i tudes) for thirteen- lined ground squirrels in southern 
Wisconsin. He suegested the possibility of a negative correlation 
between litter size and latitude . 
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i~eal (l965a) did not define litter size , but rather he listed 
means for post-partum placental scars , birth records of captive female 
squirrels, and embryo cou..r1ts . His "&verage of y01mg born" is the 
average of all these plus a mean of 6. 4 young from the autopsy 
records of anot her investigator . His assumption, that placental 
scars , embryos, fe t uses , and young born alive are equal UJlits to be 
grouped for a litter size estimate , seems unwarranted in view of 
Conaway' s (1955) discussion of placental scar formati on. 
My data indicate a mean embryo count of 7. 3 (n = l3 females) and 
Neal's (l965a) data agree with 7 . 3 (n = 7 females) . Neal shows a mean 
placental scar count of 6. 3 ( n = ll : emales); my data yield a nean of 
5 . 8 (n = 38 females) . The average rxmber of young alive at the nest 
also is l ower in this study >~ith 4 .5 (n = 4 lit ters) as opposed to 
6. 0 (n = 2 litters) for Neal . 
In order to obtain valid results from the capture- recapture 
census, five assumptions must be met (Ricker, 1958) . (l) All marked 
individuals must r emain i denti fiable through the census period . 
(2) There must be no differential natural mortality. (3) Equal 
vulnerability to recapture must exist f or marked and unmarked animals. 
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(4) One sample ( eitner ca~YGU.rc or recapture) must be taken at random . 
(5) I~gration, eMigration, and recruitment must be negligible 
bet;~een marking and recapture. 
Assumption (l) Has not violated; the squirrel s retained the dye 
mark~ng throughout each census period. Assumption (2) Has considered 
valid because the mortality rates from the rr.onthly collection and che 
estimates for the study area squirrels Here statistically equal and no 
mortality Has craced to mishandling during the capture phases of the 
study. To insure the validity of point (3), recapture techniques t'lere 
aifferent from capture methods . Poin;; (4) Has valid because the 
transects and bait stations ~ere locaced at random for each seasonal 
census period . Point (5) could not be validated , but the effects 
from violation of the assumption Here minimized by reducing the time 
betHeen capture and recapture, and by arranging the censuses so 
recruitment did not occur during a census period . 
As t'lith the capture- recapture census, certain assumptions must be 
met to obtain reliable results from the Hayne strip census : (l) Animals 
flush at various distances . (2) The aninals (Hith regard to flusr.:ing 
distance) are scattered over the study area at random. (3) The 
Heightcd average flushing distance is a good estimate of the true 
average flushing distance of the animals throughout the population. 
Assumpti on (1) Has true during this study. The mean flushing 
distance for 82 sight.ings Has 16.4 yards Hith a range of 4-36 yards . 
By far, the most frequent distances >Jere between 9 and 12 yards 
(Fig . 5) . 
In theory , if animals are evenly distributed throughout an area, 
the average of a discribution of the sighting angles >Jill be approxi-
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Figure 5. Si ghti ng di stances of 82 antelope ground squirrels sighted 
on the study area during the seasonal censuses . 
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l'lately 33 degrees rccardlesc of the flushi."lg distances (Hayne, 1949). 
A goodness- of-fit Chi- square test revealed the sighting angles re-
corded for the study area squirrels Here significantly less than 33 
degrees for all seasons . Not onl y t;ere the sighting angles small 
(X = 21°) , but the lateral distances Here short, (X = 4.6 yards), 
suggesting the possi~ility of the squirrels not being scattered at 
random throughout the area (Fig. 6), thereby violating assumption (2). 
A possible explanation is that the squirrels Here able to anticipate 
the census route fro~ noises made by the investigator. Squirrels ;Qth 
lateral distances over 4.6 yards HOUld have ;Qde enough sighting 
angles at their flushing distances to be content to remain still and 
attract little actention . Conversely, those squirrels wich short 
lateral distances would flee and attract attention . 
Assumption (3) cannot be substantiated because there was no way 
to be certain each squirrel was seen as it flushed . Many could have 
traveled some distance before being seen. Furthermore, there was no 
way to eliminate the possibility of a recount . Some of the unmarked 
squirrels could have been recounted at various distances . One 
animal recounted Hith a short flushing distance Hill raise the popu-
lation estimate proport ionately more than one animal recounted >lith a 
long flushing distance . 
Flyger (1959) used several methods to estimate gray squirrel 
(~ carolinensis) population densities and concluded trap- s i ght 
data Here least biased . EdHards and Eberhardt (1967) were satisfied 
to use the capture- recapture technique tiith sightings of dye- rr.arked 
animals as a means of establishing co~tontail rabbit (Sylvilagus 
floridanus) densities . Robinette et al . (1956) found the Kelker Belt 
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Fi gure 6. Si ght ing angles and lateral distances for the squirrels 
siehted on the study area during the seasonal censuses . 
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'g·ansect the most &.ccurat.< ~t.rip census technique . It Has not used 
here because the data were insufficient to est.ablish seasonal belt 
wi dths . Hayne 's (1949) method was selected and , because of my field 
experiences and the biases explained previously, I believe the 
capture- recapture eE.timates best reflect the squirrel densi t i es from 
March, 1968 through April, 1969 . 
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I located only one reference t hat reported antelope ground 
squirrel densities (Bradley, 1967) . Densities in southern Nevada 
were given as 16.5 squirrels per square mile in the summer and 90 
squirrels per square mile in t he fall . These figures suggest an 
increase of approximately 446 percent from summer to fall . Bradley 
(1967) l isted no causes for this increase but did mention that the 
young began enteri ng the population in July and August and presumably 
the rise could be attributed to recruitment . 
Throughout t.he course of this study, no drastic seasonal density 
changes were encountered . Densi ty esti mates for spri ng and fall 
wer e as much as 4 . 7 times hieher than on Bradley ' s area . Young 
squirrels began emerging from nata]. burrmrs in May, and recruitment 
continued through June . A period of low productivity occurred in 1968 
when an average of only 4 . 5 young su:cvived at the nest . The density 
estimates from the capture- recapture census show a declining popu-
lation from spring , 1968 to spri ng , 1969 . 
Because the study area •.;as l ocated in i deal habitat , i.e . , on a 
sandy hillside close to dense juniper stands , the densities listed 
may not be representative of the densities in lesser habitat 
throuchout Curlew Valley. I believe they do represent the squirrel 
densities in similar habitat within Curle>~ Valley . 
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Mortality 
Adult- Yearling 
The mean, annual mortality rate (Table 6) for adult squirrels 
(2 years and older) in the spring collection is slightly lower 
than the spring- to-1;pring mortality estimated for the study area 
squirrels by Ricker's formula (Table 5) . These rates are in agreement 
with the 6o percent annual mortality rate reported by Hawbecker (1958) 
for uell established , adult, Nelso _ antelope gro,md squirrels . 
The percentages of yearlings in the 1968 and 1969 spring col -
lections, 54 percent and 38 percent respectively, reflects low 
post- emer gence survival of young . When compared uith the adult 
percentages , t he ratios of yearlines : adults are not stat istically 
different at the 5 percent level . A pre- natal spring ratio of 
adult :yearling Uinta ground squirrels of approximately 50:50 is not 
unusual during periods of high population density (D. F . Balph 
personal communication) . The first - year mortality rate for squirrel s 
collected in the spring of 1968 (Table 6) seems too lmr. I believe 
this is because yearlings Here disproporti onatel y represented ei ther 
through bias in the collecting method or because of some selective 
mortality within the ground squirrel population that affected the 
ol der animals in that year . Ki ng (1955) found in a population of 
black- tailed prairie dogs (Cynomys ludovicianus ) the survival rate was 
higher for adul ts than juveniles. Rongstad (1965) reported this 
situation in a population of thirteen- lined ground squirrels as did 
Amend (1970) for a population of Uinta ground squirrels . 
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Younc 
The summer- to-fall mortality calculated from retrap data (Table 5) 
is considerably lm<er than the mortality rate cal culated by the 
aifference bet<Jeen the summer and fall age distributions . The 1968 
fall age distributim shm-md 36 percent young . By spring, 1969, these 
squirrels would be classed as yearlL~s ; the percentage of yearlings 
in the spring , 1969 collection >~as 38, suggescing a constant mortality 
rate through >Tinter in all age classes . The age di stribution figures 
indicate a mortality rate of approximately 86 percent for the young 
from midsummer through fall. This seems reasonable SL'lce this uould 
be the peri od when the youne are most active above gr ound and most 
susceptible to avian and non-fossorial predators . 
Predation 
Potenti al predators includin£ coyotes , badgers, weasles , rattle-
snakes , ravens, o>~ls , hal<ks , and eagles regularly traveled through or 
over the study area . It is not likely that coyotes contributed 
heavily to the squirrel mortality . Ferrel et al. (1953) found no 
antelope ground squirrel remains in 813 coyote stomachs collected 
in California . Further, no antelope ground squirrel remains <Jere 
found in coyote stomachs collected in Curle<~ Valley and Box Elder 
County, Utah fr om 1967-1969 (F . W. Clark personal communication) . 
Badgers are known to prey on eround squirrels (Snead , 1942; 
Thomas, 1963; Jense , 1968) and, i n che sandy soil of the study area, 
~<ould have littl e difficulty capturing them . Ho~<ever, no fresh badeer 
diggings ~<ere fou.'ld on or near the area during the study . Only one 
v1easel ~<as caught on the area and appeared to have entered the trap 
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in search of or in pursuit cf a pocket mouse , the remains of 1-rhich 
Here in the t rap with the weasel. Kangaroo rats, pocket mice, and 
deer mice were all abundant on the area and seem more appropriate prey 
even though Hawbecker (1953) lists weasels as predators on Nelson 
antelope ground squi.rrels . 
Evans and Holdenried ( 1943) found rattlesnakes r esponsible for 
a portion of the mortality of young Beechy ground squirrels . Only 
one rattlesnake was found on the study area, but , since they are 
most active at night, the probabilicy of finding them was small. 
They could have been a fac tor contributing -co the low number of young 
appearing on the area in 1968 . 
During the spring and early summer, several days Here spent 
1-ratching the study area from a blind in a nearby juniper . No avian 
predators were observed taking squirrels. Frequently, ravens , haHks , 
and eagles were active over the area while squirrels we~e about . 
Hawbecker (1953) found antelope ground squirrels had no f ear of eagles . 
Population Trend 
The capture- recapture estimates (Fig . 4) suggest 1968 1-ras a year 
of population decline . This decline resulted from several factors : 
( l) during the 1968 breeding season oYula tion per female squirrel <Jas 
low--6. 8 ova as opposed to 7. 6 in 1969; (2) mean litter size as 
recorded at the nest Has unusually lmr for a species of ground 
squirrel--4.5 young, indicating high young mortality in that year; 
(3) there Has lo1-1 post- emergence survival of 1968 young as shown by the 
low percentage of yearlings in the spri ng, 1969 collections - -38 percent 
as co:-;;:,ared ;fit}", 54 perccr,t in spr:in(; , 1968; (4) lm• sprine, 1968 t>a 
spring, 1969 survival of' adults and yearlings (Table 5) . 
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I can suggest no single cause for higher mor tality rates during 
1968 . The climatic conditions were such that vegetati on production 
>Jas relatively high. Rainfall in 1968 1-1as above average and early 
spring temperatures \.Jere mild . These conditions point to \olhat should 
have been a period of population increase. 
SUHMARY 
The objectives of this study were to measure (1) papulation 
density, (2) natality, and (3) mortality, Two census methods >Tere 
used to obtai n seasonal densi ty estimates , The capture- r ecapture 
techniques y:Lelded lm;er estimates than the Hayne strip census . 
However, the stri p census was biased . The two capture- recapture 
techniques gave stati sti cally equal results and ther efore the data 
were combined and used to calculate a third estimate . This Has 
considered the best estimate of seasonal squirrel densi t i es . 
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A total of 173 antelope ground squirrels were collected and 
autopsied to obtain data on sex ratios , age struct ure , natality, and 
mortality. The sex ratios agreed in part with the sex r ati os from 
live trappi ng in the study area , They >tere not in harmony 1dth rati os 
from data collected in Arizona by Neal (1965a) , 
No data are known to have been published on the age structure of 
a papulation of antelope ground squirrels . The squirrels collected 
>tere aged by the number of cementum annuli in the mol ar s . The oldest 
squirrels were beli eved to be 5 years old and comprised onl y 1. 2 
percent of the collection, while young compri sed 38.7 percent , 
The esti mate of mean corpora lutea was 7. 6, the mean embryo count 
Has 7. 2, and the mean post-partu.'Tl placental scar count was 5 . 8 . The 
mean corpora lutea count for yearlings >tas s i gnificantly lm·rer than 
the count for adults, and the mean ovulation rate for 1968 1-ras 
statistically lm-rer chan the rate for 1969 , An estimate of litter 
size from four nests gave a mean of 4. 5 which is lo;rer than other 
inves-.:.i.;ators have found . In 1968, the conception rate Has 91.3 
percent •lith yearlings comprising 75 percent of those not conceiving . 
In 1969, the rate Has 100 percent on a small sampl e of 14 squirrels . 
Young mortality was calculated from ovulati on through emergence 
(a period of 77 days) and from emer gence through 10 months . Minimum 
pre- emergence mortali ty ;Jas 41 percent, minimum post- emergence 
mortality for collected squirrels Has 86 percent, and minimum 
mortality, March-November, 1968, Has 92 percent . 
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Adult- yearling mortality •ras calculated seasonally as Hell as 
annually. Spring- to- spring mortality for study area squirrel s 
calculated from retrap data >las 81 percent . Spring- to- spring 
mortality calculated from age distribution data and Ricker 's f ormula 
was 71 percent . Spri ng- to-fall mortality for 1908 Has calculated from 
density estimates and age distribution data (53 percent) . The 
mortality for the collected squirrels as calculated from the life-
table was 60 percent for squirrels aged 2-5 years . 
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